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Nodal domains, spectral minimal partitions and their relation to
Aharonov-Bohm operators

V. Bonnaillie-Noël∗, B. Helffer†, and T. Hoffmann-Ostenhof‡

Abstract

This survey is a short version of a chapter written by the first two authors in the book [66] (where
more details and references are given) but we have decided here to emphasize more on the role of the
Aharonov-Bohm operators which appear to be a useful tool coming from physics for understanding a
problem motivated either by spectral geometry or dynamics of population. Similar questions appear
also in Bose-Einstein theory. Finally some open problems which might be of interest are mentioned.

1 Introduction

In this survey, we mainly consider the Dirichlet realization of the Laplacian operator in Ω, when Ω is a
bounded domain in R2 with piecewise-C1,+ boundary (domains with corners or cracks1 also permitted).
This operator will be denoted by H(Ω). We would like to analyze the connections between the nodal
domains of the eigenfunctions of H(Ω) and the partitions of Ω by k open sets Di which are minimal
in the sense that the maximum over the Di’s of the groundstate energy of the Dirichlet realization of
the Laplacian H(Di) is minimal. This problem can be seen as a strong competition limit of segregating
species in population dynamics (see [36], [42] and references therein). Similar questions appear also in
the analysis of the segregation and the symmetry breaking of a two-component condensate in the Bose-
Einstein theory (see [80] and references therein), with Ω = R2 and H(Ω) replaced by the harmonic
oscillator or more generally by a Schrödinger operator.

To be more precise, we start from the following weak notion of partition:
A partition (or k-partition for indicating the cardinality of the partition) of Ω is a familyD = {Di}1≤i≤k
of k mutually disjoint sets in Ω (with k ≥ 1 an integer).
If we denote by Ok(Ω) the set of partitions of Ω where the Di’s are domains (i.e. open and connected),
we introduce the energy of the partition:

Λ(D) = max
1≤i≤k

λ(Di), (1)

where λ(Di) is the ground state energy (i.e. the lowest eigenvalue) of H(Di). The optimal problem we
are interested in is the determination, for any integer k ≥ 1 , of

Lk = Lk(Ω) = inf
D∈Ok(Ω)

Λ(D). (2)
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We can also consider the case of a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold and the Laplacian is then
the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We say that (ϕ, λ) is a spectral pair for H(Ω) if λ is an eigenvalue of
the Dirichlet Laplacian H(Ω) on Ω and ϕ ∈ E(λ) \ {0}, where E(λ) denotes the eigenspace attached
to λ. We denote by {λn(Ω), n ≥ 1} the non decreasing sequence of eigenvalues of H(Ω) and by
{ϕn, n ≥ 1} some associated orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions. The groundstate ϕ1 can be chosen
to be strictly positive in Ω, but the other excited eigenfunctions ϕn must have zerosets. Here we recall
that for ϕ ∈ C0(Ω), the nodal set (or zeroset) of ϕ is defined by :

N (ϕ) = {x ∈ Ω
∣∣ ϕ(x) = 0} . (3)

In the case when ϕ is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian, the µ(ϕ) components of Ω \ N (ϕ) are called
the nodal domains of ϕ and define naturally a partition of Ω by µ(ϕ) open sets, which is called a nodal
partition.
Our main goal is to discuss the links between the partitions of Ω associated with these eigenfunctions
and the minimal partitions of Ω. We will also describe how these minimal partitions can also be seen as
a nodal partition of an eigenfunction of a suitable Aharonov-Bohm operator. There is of course a strong
relation between the analysis of nodal sets of eigenfunctions and nodal domains. Here the surveys of
S. Zelditch, [86, 88] show the growing importance of this field. There mostly the case of the Laplace
Beltrami operator on smooth manifolds is reviewed. The results about nodal sets of general Schrödinger
operators are rather scattered and we are not able to find a good survey for this. We want to stress that
these topics represent only a small part of this and related areas in physics and mathematics. We just
mention some of the surveys and papers which demonstrate that this field is huge and there are many
different communities which in many cases, unfortunately, interact only little. Two instructive reviews
are [49, 69] written by mathematical physicists where questions about quantum chaos, nodal domain
statistics and many other topcis are discussed. Many questions about nodal domains and partitions have
their counterparts in quantum graphs and spectral graph theory, see for instance [44, 16, 20].

2 Nodal partitions

2.1 On the local structure of nodal sets

We refer for this section to the survey of P. Bérard [10]. We recall that, if ϕ is an eigenfunction associated
with λ and D is one of its nodal domains, then the restriction of ϕ to D belongs to H1

0 (D) and is an
eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian in D. Moreover, λ is the ground state energy in D.

Using [18, 40], we can prove that nodal sets are regular in the sense:

– The singular points x0 on the nodal lines are isolated.
– At the singular points, an even number of half-lines meet with equal angle.
– At the boundary, this is the same as adding the tangent line in the picture.

The notion of regularity will be defined later for general partitions.

2.2 Courant’s theorem and Courant sharp eigenvalues

The following theorem was established by R. Courant [43] in 1923 for the Laplacian with Dirichlet or
Neumann conditions.

Theorem 2.1 (Courant). The number of nodal components of the k-th eigenfunction is not greater than
k.
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We say that a spectral pair (ϕ, λ) is Courant sharp if λ = λk and u has k nodal domains. We say
that an eigenvalue λk is Courant sharp if there exists an eigenfunction ϕ associated with λk such that
(ϕ, λk) is a Courant sharp spectral pair.

Whereas the Sturm-Liouville theory shows that in dimension 1 all the spectral pairs are Courant
sharp, we will see below that in higher dimension, the Courant sharp situation can only occur for a finite
number of eigenvalues.

2.3 Pleijel’s theorem

Pleijel proves in 1956 the following theorem [78]:

Theorem 2.2 (Weak Pleijel’s theorem). If the dimension is≥ 2, there is only a finite number of Courant
sharp eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian.

This theorem is the consequence of a more precise theorem which gives a link between Pleijel’s
theorem and partitions. For describing this result and its proof, we first recall the Faber-Krahn inequality:

Theorem 2.3 (Faber-Krahn inequality). For any domain D ⊂ R2, we have

|D| λ(D) ≥ λ(#) , (4)

where |D| denotes the area of D and # is the disk of unit area B
(

0, 1√
π

)
.

Note that improvements can be useful when D is ”far” from a disk. It is then interesting to have a
lower bound for |D| λ(D)−λ(#). We refer for example to [33] and [53]. These ideas are behind recent
improvements by Steinerberger [83], Bourgain [32] and Donnelly [45] of the strong Pleijel’s theorem
below. Its proof is indeed enlightning. First, by summation of Faber-Krahn’s inequalities (4) applied to
each Di and having in mind the definition of the energy, we deduce that for any open partition D of Ω
we have

|Ω| Λ(D) ≥ ](D)λ(#) , (5)

where ](D) denotes the number of elements of the partition.
Secondly, we implement Weyl’s formula for the counting function of the Laplacian which reads in
dimension d

N(λ) ∼ ωd
(2π)d

|Ω|λ
d
2 , as λ→ +∞ , (6)

where ωd denotes the volume of a ball of radius 1 in Rd and |Ω| the volume of Ω. This leads to:

Theorem 2.4 (Strong Pleijel’s theorem). Let ϕn be an eigenfunction of H(Ω) associated with λn(Ω).
Then

lim sup
n→+∞

µ(ϕn)

n
≤ 4π

λ(#)
. (7)

Remark 2.5. It is natural (see an important motivation for minimal partitions in the next section) to
determine the Courant sharp situation for some examples. This kind of analysis has been initiated by Å.
Pleijel for the square, and continued in [62] for the disk and some rectangles (rational or irrational).
We recall that, according to Theorem 2.2, there are a finite number of Courant sharp eigenvalues. The
point is to quantify this number or to find lower bounds or upper bounds for the largest integer n such
that λn−1 < λn with λn Courant sharp. This involves an explicit control of the remainder in Weyl’s
formula and then a case by case analysis of the remaining eigenspaces.

Other domains have been analyzed by various subgroups of the set of authors (Band, Bérard,
Bersudsky, Charron, Fajman, Helffer, Hoffmann-Ostenhof, Kiwan, Léna, Leydold, Persson-Sundqvist,
Terracini, . . . , see [66] for the references): the square and the annulus for the Neumann-Laplacian,
the sphere, the irrational and equilateral torus, the triangle (equilateral, hemi-equilateral, right angled
isosceles), Neumann 2-rep-tiles, the cube, the ball, the 3D-torus.
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Remark 2.6. Pleijel’s Theorem extends to bounded domains in Rd, and more generally to compact d-
manifolds with boundary, with a constant γ(d) < 1 replacing 4π/λ(#) in the right-hand side of (7)
(see Peetre [77], Bérard-Meyer [14]). This constant is independent of the geometry. It is also true for
the Neumann Laplacian in a piecewise analytic bounded domain in R2 (see [79] whose proof is based
on a control of the asymptotics of the number of boundary points belonging to the nodal sets of the
eigenfunction associated with λk as k → +∞ , a difficult result proved by Toth-Zelditch [84]). C. Léna
[74] gets the same result for C2 domains, without any condition on the dimension, through a very nice
decomposition of the nodal domains. In [13, 85], the authors determine an upper bound for Courant-
sharp eigenvalues, expressed in terms of simple geometric invariants of Ω. Finally, it is expected that
Pleijel’s theorem can be extended to Schrödinger operators −∆ + V , either for the negative spectrum
if V → 0 as |x| → +∞ (for instance the potential of the Hydrogen atom) or for the whole spectrum if
V → +∞ . This has been proved for the harmonic oscillator by P. Charron and for radial potentials by
Charron-Helffer-Hoffmann-Ostenhof (see [39] and references therein).

3 Minimal spectral partitions

3.1 Definitions

Spectral minimal partitions were introduced in [62] within a more general class depending on p ∈
[1,+∞] (p = 1 and p = +∞ being physically the most interesting). For any integer k ≥ 1 and
p ∈ [1,+∞[, we define the p-energy of a k-partition D = {Di}1≤i≤k by

Λp(D) =
(1

k

k∑
i=1

λ(Di)
p
) 1
p
. (8)

The associated optimization problem writes

Lk,p(Ω) = inf
D∈Ok(Ω)

Λp(D) , (9)

and we call p-minimal k-partition a k-partition with p-energy Lk,p(Ω).
For p = +∞, we write Λ∞(D) = Λ(D) and Lk,∞(Ω) = Lk(Ω) .

The analysis of the properties of minimal partitions leads us to introduce two notions of regularity:

– A partition D = {Di}1≤i≤k of Ω in Ok(Ω) is called strong if

Int (∪iDi) \ ∂Ω = Ω .

– It is called nice if
Di = Int (Di) ∩ Ω ,

for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

In Figure 4, only the fourth picture gives a nice partition. Attached to a strong partition, we associate
the boundary set

∂D = ∪i (Ω ∩ ∂Di) , (10)

which plays the role of the nodal set (in the case of a nodal partition).
To go further, we introduce the set Oreg

k (Ω) of regular partitions, which should satisfy the following
properties :

(i) Except at finitely many distinct xi ∈ Ω ∩ ∂D in the neigborhood of which ∂D is the union of
ν(xi) smooth curves (ν(xi) ≥ 2) with one end at xi, ∂D is locally diffeomorphic to a regular
curve.
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(ii) ∂Ω ∩ ∂D consists of a (possibly empty) finite set of points yj . Moreover ∂D is near yj the union
of ρ(yj) distinct smooth half-curves which hit yj .

(iii) ∂D has the equal angle meeting property, that is the half curves cross with equal angle at each
singular interior point of ∂D and also at the boundary together with the tangent to the boundary.

We denote byX(∂D) the set corresponding to the points xi introduced in (i) and by Y (∂D) correspond-
ing to the points yj introduced in (ii).

This notion of regularity for partitions is very close to what we have observed for the nodal partition
of an eigenfunction. The main difference is that, in the nodal case, there is always an even number of
half-lines meeting at an interior singular point.

3.2 Bipartite partitions

Two sets Di, Dj of the partition D are neighbors and write Di ∼ Dj , if Dij = Int (Di ∪Dj) \ ∂Ω is
connected. A regular partition is bipartite if it can be colored by two colors (two neighbors having two
different colors).
Nodal partitions are the main examples of bipartite partitions. Note that in the case of a simply connected
planar domain, we know by graph theory that, if for a regular partition all the ν(xi) are even, then the
partition is bipartite. This is no more the case on an annulus or on a surface.

3.3 Main properties of minimal partitions

It has been proved by Conti-Terracini-Verzini (existence) and Helffer–Hoffmann-Ostenhof–Terracini
(regularity) ( [62] and references therein) the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. For any k, there exists a minimal k-partition which is strong and regular. Moreover any
minimal k-partition has a strong and regular representative2. The same result holds for the p-minimal
k-partition problem with p ∈ [1,+∞).

Note that the regularity property implies that a minimal partition is nice.

When p = +∞, minimal spectral partitions have two important properties. Let D = {Di}1≤i≤k be
a minimal k-partition, then

– The minimal partition D is a spectral equipartition, i.e. Lk(Ω) = λ(Di), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k.
– For any pair of neighbors Di ∼ Dj , λ2(Dij) = Lk(Ω) .

For the first property, this can be understood, once the regularity is obtained by pushing the bound-
ary and using the Hadamard formula [65]. For the second property, we can observe that {Di, Dj} is
necessarily a minimal 2-partition of Dij . This leads to what we call the pair compatibility condition.

Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one obtains on the way an useful construction. Attached to
each Di, there is a distinguished ground state ui such that ui > 0 in Di and such that for each pair of
neighbors {Di, Dj}, ui − uj is the second eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian in Dij .

Let us now establish two important properties concerning the monotonicity (according to k or the
domain Ω):

– For any k ≥ 1 , we have Lk(Ω) < Lk+1(Ω) .
– If Ω ⊂ Ω̃, then Lk(Ω̃) ≤ Lk(Ω) for any k ≥ 1 .

2possibly after a modification of the open sets of the partition by capacity 0 subsets.
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3.4 Minimal spectral partitions and Courant sharp property

A natural question is whether a minimal partition of Ω is a nodal partition. We have first the following
converse theorem (see [62]):

Theorem 3.2. If a minimal partition is bipartite, it is a nodal partition.

Proof. Combining the bipartite assumption and the consequence of the pair compatibility condition
mentioned after Theorem 3.1, it is immediate to construct some ϕ ∈ H1

0 (Ω) such that

ϕ|Di = ±ϕi, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, and −∆ϕ = Lk(Ω)ϕ in Ω \X(∂D).

A capacity argument shows that −∆ϕ = Lk(Ω)ϕ in all Ω and hence ϕ is an eigenfunction of H(Ω)
whose nodal set is ∂D.

The next question is then to determine how general the previous situation is. Surprisingly, this only
occurs in the so called Courant sharp situation. For the statement, we need another spectral sequence.
For any k ≥ 1, we denote by Lk(Ω) (or Lk if there is no confusion) the smallest eigenvalue (if any)
for which there exists an eigenfunction with k nodal domains. We set Lk(Ω) = +∞ if there is no
eigenfunction with k nodal domains. In general, one can show, as an easy consequence of the max-min
characterization of the eigenvalues, that

λk(Ω) ≤ Lk(Ω) ≤ Lk(Ω) . (11)

The following important theorem (due to [62]) gives the full picture of the equality cases:

Theorem 3.3. Suppose Ω ⊂ R2 is regular. If Lk(Ω) = Lk(Ω) or Lk(Ω) = λk(Ω), then

λk(Ω) = Lk(Ω) = Lk(Ω) . (12)

In addition, there exists a Courant sharp eigenfunction associated with λk(Ω).

Sketch of the proof. It is easy to see using a variation of the proof of Courant’s theorem that the equality
λk = Lk implies (12). Hence the difficult part is to get (12) from the assumption that Lk = Lk = λm(k),
that is to prove that m(k) = k. This involves a construction of an exhaustive family {Ω(t), t ∈ (0, 1)},
interpolating between Ω(0) := Ω \N (ψk) and Ω(1) := Ω, where ψk is an eigenfunction corresponding
to Lk such that its nodal partition is a minimal k-partition. This family is obtained by cutting small
intervals in each regular component of N (ψk). Lk is an eigenvalue common to all H(Ω(t)), but its
labelling changes between t = 0 and t = 1 at some t0 where the multiplicity of Lk should increase. By
a tricky argument which is not detailed here, we get a contradiction. �

Similar results hold in the case of compact Riemannian surfaces when considering the Laplace-
Beltrami operator. Typical cases are analyzed like S2 in [64] and T2 in [71]. In the case of dimension 3,
let us mention that Theorem 3.3 is proved in [63]. The complete analysis of the topology of minimal
partitions in higher dimension is not achieved as for the bidimensional case.

3.5 Topology of regular partitions

3.5.1 Euler’s formula for regular partitions

In the case of planar domains, one can use a variant of Euler’s formula in the following form (see
[68, 11]).
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Proposition 3.4. Let Ω be an open set in R2 with piecewise C1,+ boundary and D be a k-partition with
∂D the boundary set. Let b0 be the number of components of ∂Ω and b1 be the number of components
of ∂D ∪ ∂Ω. Denote by ν(xi) and ρ(yi) the numbers of curves ending at xi ∈ X(∂D), respectively
yi ∈ Y (∂D). Then

k = 1 + b1 − b0 +
∑

xi∈X(∂D)

(ν(xi)

2
− 1
)

+
1

2

∑
yi∈Y (∂D)

ρ(yi) . (13)

This can be applied, together with other arguments to determine upper bounds for the number of
singular points of minimal partitions. There is a corresponding result for compact manifolds involving
the Euler characteristics.

3.5.2 Application to regular 3-partitions

As an application of the Euler formula, we can describe (see [57]) the possible “topological” types of
non bipartite minimal 3-partitions when Ω is a simply-connected domain in R2. Then the boundary set
∂D has one of the following properties:

[a] one interior singular point x0 ∈ Ω with ν(x0) = 3, three points {yi}1≤i≤3 on the boundary ∂Ω
with ρ(yi) = 1;

[b] two interior singular points x0, x1 ∈ Ω with ν(x0) = ν(x1) = 3 and two boundary singular
points y1, y2 ∈ ∂Ω with ρ(y1) = 1 = ρ(y2);

[c] two interior singular points x0, x1 ∈ Ω with ν(x0) = ν(x1) = 3 and no singular point on the
boundary.

This helps us to analyze (with some success) the minimal 3-partitions with some topological type. We
actually do not know any example where the minimal 3-partitions are of type [b] and [c] (see numerical
computations in [27] for the square and the disk, [28] for circular sectors and see [25] for complements
in the case of the disk).

3.5.3 Upper bound for the number of singular points

Euler’s formula also implies

Proposition 3.5. Let D be a minimal k-partition of a simply connected domain Ω with k ≥ 2. Let
Xodd(∂D) be the subset among the interior singular points X(∂D) for which ν(xi) is odd. Then the
cardinality of Xodd(∂D) satisfies

]Xodd(∂D) ≤ 2k − 4 . (14)

In the case of S2, one can prove that a minimal 3-partition is not nodal (the second eigenvalue has
multiplicity 3), and as a step towards a characterization, one can show that non-nodal minimal partitions
have necessarily two singular triple points (i.e. with ν(x) = 3). If we assume, for some k ≥ 12,
that a minimal k-partition has only singular triple points and consists only of (spherical) pentagons and
hexagons, then Euler’s formula in its historical version for convex polyedra V − E + F = χ(S2) = 2
(where F is the number of faces, E the number of edges and V the number of vertices) implies that the
number of pentagons is 12. It has been proved by Soave-Terracini [82, Theorem 1.12] that

L3(Sd) =
3

2

(
d+

1

2

)
.
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(a) Minimal k-partitions, k = 2, 4 . (b) 3- and 5-partition. (c) Dperp and Ddiag.

Figure 1: Partitions of the disk and the square.

3.6 Examples of minimal k-partitions

When Ω is a disk or a square, one can show the minimal k-partition are nodal only for k = 1, 2, 4 (see
Figure 1a for k = 2, 4). For other k’s, the question is open. Numerical simulations in [24, 25] permit to
exhibit candidates to be minimal k-partition of the disk for k = 3, 5. Nevertheless we have no proof that
the minimal 3-partition of the disk is the “Mercedes star” (see Figure 1b).

Let us now discuss the 3-partitions of a square. It is not difficult to see that L3 is strictly less than
L3. Numerical computations3 in [27] produce natural candidates for a symmetric minimal 3-partition.
Two candidatesDperp andDdiag are obtained numerically by choosing the symmetry axis (perpendicular
bisector or diagonal line) and represented in Figure 1c. Numerics suggests that there is no candidate of
type [b] or [c], that the two candidates Dperp and Ddiag have the same energy and that the center is the
unique singular point of the partition inside the square. Once this last property is accepted, one can
perform the spectral analysis of an Aharonov-Bohm operator (see Section 4) with a pole at the center.
This point of view is explored numerically in a rather systematic way by Bonnaillie-Noël–Helffer [24]
and theoretically by Noris-Terracini [76] (see also [30]). This could explain why the two partitionsDperp

andDdiag have the same energy. Moreoever this suggests that there is a continuous family of minimal 3-

Figure 2: A continuous family of 3-partitions with the same energy.

partitions of the square. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In the formalism of the Aharonov-Bohm operator,
the basic remark is that this operator has an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2 when the pole is at the center.
We refer to [26, 24] for further discussion.

4 Aharonov-Bohm operators and minimal partitions

The introduction of Aharonov-Bohm operators in this context is an example of “physical mathematics”.
There is no magnetic field in our problem and it is introduced artificially. But the idea comes from [56],
which was motivated by a problem in superconductivity in non simply connected domains introduced
by Berger and Rubinstein in [15].

4.1 Aharonov-Bohm effect

The Aharonov-Bohm effect [7] is one of the basic effects explained by quantum mechanics but usu-
ally refers to an experiment related to scattering theory. According to Google Scholar, there is a huge

3see http://w3.ens-rennes.fr/math/simulations/MinimalPartitions/
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literature in Mathematics devoted to the analysis of this effect starting with Ruisjenaars [81]. Another
effect is related to bound states and gives in some sense a refined version of the diamagnetic effect. In
the non simply connected 2D-cases, when the magnetic field is identically 0, the circulations (modulo
2πZd) around each hole appear consequently as the unique relevant quantities. The limiting case when
the holes are points will be our most important case. If we consider in Ω the Dirichlet realization HA,V

of ∑
j

(Dxj −Aj)2 + V , with Dxj = −i∂xj ,

the celebrated diamagnetic inequality due to Kato says:

inf σ (HA,V ) ≥ inf σ (H0,V ) . (15)

This inequality admits a kind of converse, showing its optimality (Lavine-O’Caroll-Helffer) (see the
presentation in [48]).

Proposition 4.1.
Suppose that Ω b R2, A ∈ C1(Ω) and V ∈ L∞(Ω). Let λA,V be the ground state of HA,V , then the
three properties are equivalent

1. HA,V and H0,V are unitary equivalent ;

2. λA,V = λ0,V ;

3. A satisfies the two conditions curl A = 0 and 1
2π

´
γ A ∈ Z on any closed path γ in Ω , where´

γ A denotes the circulation of A along γ .

4.2 Aharonov-Bohm operators

Let Ω be a planar domain and p = (p1, p2) ∈ Ω. Let us consider the Aharonov-Bohm Laplacian in a
punctured domain Ω̇p := Ω \ {p} with a singular magnetic potential and normalized flux α. We first
introduce

Ap(x) = (Ap
1 (x), Ap

2 (x)) =
(x− p)⊥

|x− p|2
, with y⊥ = (−y2, y1) .

This magnetic potential satisfies
curl Ap(x) = 0 in Ω̇p .

If p ∈ Ω, its circulation along a path of index 1 around p is 2π (or the flux created by p). If p 6∈ Ω, Ap

is a gradient and the circulation along any path in Ω is zero. From now on, we renormalize the flux by
dividing it by 2π.
The Aharonov-Bohm Hamiltonian with singularity p and flux α, written for brevity HAB(Ω̇p, α), is
defined by considering the Friedrichs extension starting from C∞0 (Ω̇p) and the differential operator

−∆αAp := (Dx1 − αA
p
1 )2 + (Dx2 − αA

p
2 )2 . (16)

This construction can be extended to the case of a configuration with ` distinct points p1, . . . ,p` (putting
a flux αj at each of these points). We just take as magnetic potential

AP
α =

∑̀
j=1

αjA
pj , where P = (p1, . . . ,p`) and α = (α1, . . . , α`),

and consider the operator in Ω̇P := Ω \ {p1, . . . ,p`}. Let us point out that the pj’s can be in R2 \ Ω,
and in particular in ∂Ω. It is important to observe that if α = α′ modulo Z`, then HAB(Ω̇P,α) and
HAB(Ω̇P,α

′) are unitary equivalent.
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4.3 The case when the fluxes are 1/2

Let us assume for the moment that there is a unique pole ` = 1 and suppose that the flux α is 1/2. For
brevity, we omit α in the notation when it equals 1/2. Let Kp be the antilinear operator

Kp = eiθp Γ , (17)

where Γ is the complex conjugation operator Γu = ū and θp is such that dθp = 2Ap .
We note that, because the normalized flux of 2Ap belongs to Z for any path in Ω̇p, the function x 7→
exp iθp(x) isC∞. A function u is calledKp-real, ifKpu = u . The operatorHAB(Ω̇p) = HAB(Ω̇p,

1
2)

is preserving theKp-real functions. Therefore we can consider a basis ofKp-real eigenfunctions. Hence
we only analyze the restriction of HAB(Ω̇p) to the Kp-real space L2

Kp
where

L2
Kp

(Ω̇p) = {u ∈ L2(Ω̇p) : Kp u = u } .

If there are several poles (` > 1) and α = (1
2 , . . . ,

1
2), we can also construct the antilinear operator KP,

where θp in (17) is replaced by

ΘP =
∑̀
j=1

θpj . (18)

4.4 Nodal sets of KP-real eigenfunctions

As mentioned previously under the half-integer flux condition, we can find a basis of KP-real eigen-
functions. It was shown in [56] and [8] that the KP-real eigenfunctions have a regular nodal set
(like the eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian) with the exception that, at each singular point pj
(j = 1, . . . , `), an odd number ν(pj) of half-lines meet. So the only difference with the notion of regu-
larity introduced for minimal partitions is that some ν(pj) can be equal to 1.
The ground state of HAB(Ω̇P) has a very particular structure (see [15], [56] and [55]).

Proposition 4.2 (Slitting property). If N denotes the zero set of a KP-real eigenfunction of HAB(Ω̇P)
corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue, then Ω \ N is connected.

This is illustrated in Figure 3. In particular, in the case of one pole, the proposition says that the zero
set of a KP-real groundstate consists of a line joining the pole and the exterior boundary.

• •

•

•
•

• •

• •

• •

•

• •

Figure 3: Possible topological types of nodal sets in function of the number ` of poles (` = 1, 2, 3).

It is also proven in [56]

Proposition 4.3 (Multiplicity). The multiplicity m of the first eigenvalue satisfies

m ≤


2 , for ` = 1, 2 ,

` , for ` odd, ` ≥ 3 ,

`− 1 , for ` even, ` ≥ 4 .

(19)

These two propositions are also true in the case of the Dirichlet realization of a Schrödinger operator
in the form HAB(Ω̇P) + V . They are actually also proved [55] for the Neumann problem and in the
case of more general holes.

Coming back to more general eigenfunctions, we have:
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Proposition 4.4. The zero set of a KP-real eigenfunction of HAB(Ω̇P) is the boundary set of a regular
partition if and only if ν(pj) ≥ 2 for j = 1, . . . , `.

Let us illustrate the case of the square with one singular point. Figure 4 gives the nodal lines of
some eigenfunctions of the Aharonov-Bohm operator: there are always one or three lines ending at the
singular point (represented by a red point). Note that only the fourth picture gives a regular and nice
partition.

Figure 4: Nodal lines of some Aharonov-Bohm eigenfunctions on the square.

Figure 5: Nodal lines for the third Aharonov-Bohm eigenfunction in function of p on the diagonal.

Our guess for the punctured square (p at the center) is that any nodal partition of a third Kp-real
eigenfunction gives a minimal 3-partition. Numerics shows that this is only true if the square is punc-
tured at the center (see Figure 5 and [24] for a systematic study). Moreover the third eigenvalue is
maximal there and has multiplicity two (see Figure 6).

4.5 Minimal partitions and Aharonov-Bohm operators

Helffer–Hoffmann-Ostenhof prove a magnetic characterization of minimal k-partitions (see [58, Theo-
rem 5.1]):

Theorem 4.5. Let Ω be simply connected and D be a minimal k-partition of Ω. Then D is the nodal
partition of some k-th KP-real eigenfunction of HAB(Ω̇P) with {p1, . . . ,p`} = Xodd(∂D) .

Proof. We return to the proof that a bipartite minimal partition is nodal for the Laplacian. Using the
ϕj whose existence was recalled for minimal partitions, we can find a sequence εj = ±1 such that∑

j εj exp( i2ΘP(x))ϕj(x) is an eigenfunction of HAB(Ω̇P), where ΘP was defined in (18).

4.6 Continuity with respect to the poles

In the case of a unique singular point, [76], [30, Theorem 1.1] establish the continuity with respect to
the singular point up to the boundary.

Theorem 4.6. Let Ω be simply connected, α ∈ [0, 1), λABk (p, α) be the k-th eigenvalue ofHAB(Ω̇p, α).
Then the function p ∈ Ω 7→ λABk (p, α) admits a continuous extension on Ω and

lim
p→∂Ω

λABk (p, α) = λk(Ω) , ∀k ≥ 1 . (20)

The theorem implies that the function p 7→ λABk (p, α) has an extremal point in Ω. Note also
that λABk (p, α) is well defined for p 6∈ Ω and is equal to λk(Ω). One can indeed find a solution φ
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(a) p 7→ λABk (p), p ∈ Ω, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 .
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(b) p 7→ λABk (p) with p = (p, p) , 1 ≤ k ≤ 9.
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(c) p 7→ λABk (p) with p = (p, 1
2
) , 1 ≤ k ≤ 9.

Figure 6: Aharonov-Bohm eigenvalues λABk (p) on the square as functions of the pole p.

in Ω satisfying dφ = Ap , and u 7→ exp(iαφ)u defines the unitary transform intertwining H(Ω)
and HAB(Ω̇p, α) . Figure 6a gives the first eigenvalues of HAB(Ω̇p) in function of p in the square
Ω = [0, 1]2 and demonstrates (20). When p = (1/2, 1/2), the eigenvalue is extremal and always double
(see in particular Figures 6b and 6c which represent the first eigenvalues when the pole is either on a
diagonal line or on a bisector line).

Let us analyze what can happen at an extremal point (see [76, Theorem 1.1], [30, Theorem 1.5]).

Theorem 4.7. Suppose α = 1/2. For any k ≥ 1 and p ∈ Ω, we denote by ϕAB,pk an eigenfunction
associated with λABk (p) .

– If ϕAB,pk has a zero of order 1/2 at p ∈ Ω, then either λABk (p) has multiplicity at least 2, or p is
not an extremal point of the map x 7→ λABk (x).

– If p ∈ Ω is an extremal point of x 7→ λABk (x) , then either λABk (p) has multiplicity at least 2, or
ϕAB,pk has a zero of order m/2 at p, m ≥ 3 odd.

This theorem gives an interesting necessary condition for candidates to be minimal partitions. In-
deed, knowing the behavior of the eigenvalues of Aharonov-Bohm operator, we can localize the position
of the critical point for which the associated eigenfunction can produce a nice partition (with singular
point where an odd number of lines end). We observe in Figure 6 that the eigenvalue is never simple at
an extremal point.

When there are several poles, the continuity result of Theorem 4.6 still holds. We will briefly address
this result (see [72] for the proof and more details). This is rather clear in Ω`\C, where C denotes the P’s
such that pi 6= pj when i 6= j. It is then convenient to extend the function P 7→ λABk (P,α) to (R2)`.
We define λABk (P,α) as the k-th eigenvalue of HAB(Ω̇P̃, α̃), where the m-tuple P̃ = (p̃1, . . . , p̃m)
contains once, and only once, each point appearing in P = (p1, . . . ,p`) and where α̃ = (α̃1, . . . , α̃M )
with α̃k =

∑
j,pj=p̃k

αj , for 1 ≤ k ≤ m.

Theorem 4.8. If k ≥ 1 and α ∈ R`, then the function P 7→ λABk (P,α) is continuous in R2`.
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This result generalizes Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. It implies in particular continuity of the eigenvalues
when one point tends to ∂Ω, or in the case of coalescing points. For example, take ` = 2, α1 = α2 =
1/2, P = (p1,p2) and suppose that p1 and p2 tend to some p in Ω. One obtains in this case that
λABk (P,α) tends to λk(Ω).

Remark 4.9. More results on the Aharonov-Bohm eigenvalues as function of the poles can be found in
[24, 76, 30, 1, 72, 4, 2, 5, 3, 6]. We have only emphasized in this section on the results which have direct
applications to the research of candidates for minimal partitions.
In many of the papers analyzing minimal partitions, the authors refer to a double covering argument.
Although this point of view (which appears first in [56] in the case of domains with holes) is essentially
equivalent to the Aharonov approach, it has a more geometrical flavor.

5 On the asymptotic behavior of minimal k-partitions

The hexagon has fascinating properties and appears naturally in many contexts (for example the honey-
comb). Let 7 be a regular hexagon of unit area. If we consider polygons generating a tiling, the ground
state energy λ(7) gives the smallest value (at least in comparison with the square, the rectangle and
the equilateral triangle). In this section we analyze the asymptotic behavior of minimal k-partitions as
k → +∞ .

5.1 The hexagonal conjecture

Conjecture 5.1. The limit of Lk(Ω)/k as k → +∞ exists and

|Ω| lim
k→+∞

Lk(Ω)

k
= λ(7) .

Similarly, one has

Conjecture 5.2. The limit of Lk,1(Ω)/k as k → +∞ exists and

|Ω| lim
k→+∞

Lk,1(Ω)

k
= λ(7) . (21)

These conjectures, that we learned from M. Van den Berg in 2006, are also mentioned in Caffarelli-
Lin [37] for Lk,1 and imply that the limit is independent of Ω . Of course the optimality of the regular
hexagonal tiling appears in various contexts in physics. By keeping the hexagons belonging to the
intersection of Ω with the hexagonal tiling and using the monotonicity of Lk for the inclusion, it is easy
to show the upper bound in Conjecture 5.1,

|Ω| lim sup
k→+∞

Lk(Ω)

k
≤ λ(7) . (22)

We recall that the Faber-Krahn inequality (4) gives a weaker lower bound

|Ω|Lk(Ω)

k
≥ |Ω|

Lk,1(Ω)

k
≥ λ(#) . (23)

Note that Bourgain [32] and Steinerberger [83] have recently improved the lower bound by using an
improved Faber-Krahn inequality together with considerations on packing property by disks.
The inequality Lk,1(Ω) ≤ Lk(Ω) together with the upper bound (22) shows that the second conjecture
implies the first one. Conjecture 5.1 has been explored in [27] by checking numerically non trivial
consequences of this conjecture. Other recent numerical computations devoted to limk→+∞

1
kLk,1(Ω)

and to the asymptotic structure of the minimal partitions are given by Bourdin-Bucur-Oudet [31].
The hexagonal conjecture leads to a natural corresponding hexagonal conjecture for the length of

the boundary set, namely
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Conjecture 5.3. Let `(7) = 2
√

2
√

3 be the length of the boundary of 7 . Then

lim
k→+∞

|∂Dk|√
k

=
1

2
`(7)

√
|Ω| . (24)

This point is discussed in [11] in connection with the celebrated theorem of Hales [51] proving the
honeycomb conjecture.

5.2 Lower bound for the number of singular points

It has been established since 1925 (A. Stern, H. Lewy, J. Leydold, Bérard-Helffer, see [12] and references
therein), that there are domains for which there exist an infinite sequence of eigenvalues of the Laplacian
for which the corresponding eigenvalues have a fixed number of nodal domains and critical points in the
zeroset. The next result (see [61], [54]) shows that the situation is quite different for minimal partitions.

Theorem 5.4. For any sequence (Dk)k∈N of regular minimal k-partitions, we have

lim inf
k→∞

]Xodd(∂Dk)
k

> 0 . (25)

Although inspired by the proof of Pleijel’s theorem, this proof includes (for any k) a lower bound
in the Weyl’s formula for the eigenvalue Lk of the Aharonov-Bohm operator HAB(Ω̇P) associated with
the odd singular points of Dk. The proof gives an explicit but very small lower bound in (25) which is
independent of the sequence. This is to compare with the upper bound (14) which gives

lim sup
k→∞

]Xodd(∂Dk)
k

≤ 2 .

Remark 5.5. The hexagonal conjecture in the case of a compact Riemannian manifold is the same. We
refer to [11] for the details, the idea being that, for k large, the local structure of the manifold plays the
main role, like for Pleijel’s formula (see [14]). In [46] the authors analyze numerically the validity of the
hexagonal conjecture in the case of the sphere for Lk,1. Using Euler’s formula, one can conjecture that
there are (k − 12) hexagons and 12 pentagons for k large enough. In the case of a planar domain one
expects curvilinear hexagons inside Ω, around

√
k pentagons close to the boundary (see [31]) and a few

number of other polygons. Let us mention also the recent related results of D. Bucur and collaborators
[34, 35].

6 Open problems

We finish this survey by recalling other open problems.

6.1 Problems related to Pleijel’s theorem

Let us come back to the strong version of Pleijel’s theorem (see Subsection 2.3). The relation of the
number of nodal domains and the properties of the Pleijel constant

Pl(Ω) := lim sup
n→∞

µ(ϕn)

n
,

appearing in (7) is still very mysterious. Here Ω ⊂ Rd is a bounded domain and we consider a Dirichlet
Laplacian. But, as observed in Remark 2.6 one could also consider the analog problems for Schrödinger
operators. We mention some natural questions, but some of them might seem rather ridiculous, we just
want to demonstrate how little is understood.
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1. Find some bounded domains Ω ⊂ Rd so that one can work out the Pleijel constant Pl(Ω) explic-
itly. For rectangles R(a, b) with sidelengths a, b with a2

b2
irrational it is known that

Pl(Ω) = 2
π , see e.g. [61]. Based on numerical work [21], Polterovich [79] moreover conjectured

that Pl(Ω) ≤ 2
π . For the harmonic oscillator Hosc = −∆ +

∑d
j=1 a

2
jx

2
j on Rd with a1, . . . , ad

rationally independent, Charron [38] showed that lim supn→∞
µ(ϕn)
n = d!

dd
.

2. It is not known whether Pl(Ω) > 0 always holds and even whether lim supn→∞ µ(ϕn) = +∞
in general. Take a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R2. If we consider an example where we can work
out the eigenvalues λn and the associated eigenfunctions ϕn explicitely then we have always that
Pl(Ω) > 0. In general almost nothing is known. There are some very subtle families of mani-
folds for which it has been shown that lim supn→∞ µ(ϕn) = +∞ , see [49, 50, 70, 87]. But for
membranes this question is wide open.
Here is a simple problem:
Prove or disprove that there exists an integer K such that, for all bounded (perhaps simply con-
nected) domains, there exists an eigenfunction ϕk associated with λk with k ≤ K and µ(ϕk) ≥ 3.
A related problem is the following:

Find Ω ⊂ R2 so that µ(ϕk) = 2 for 1 < k ≤ 5 .
It is not at all clear that such a membrane exists. There are examples where λ2 has multiplicity 3,
in the case of the sphere S2 for instance, but also for not simply connected domains in R2 (see the
paper by M. Hoffmann-Ostenhof, T. Hoffmann-Ostenhof and N. Nadirashvili [67] on the nodal
line conjecture).

For the higher dimensional case, Colin de Verdière [41] has shown that one can have arbitrarily
high multiplicity of the second eigenvalue for certain Riemannian eigenvalue problems.

3. Take any Ω (with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition) and consider

N(Ω) = {k ∈ N : ∃ an eigenfunction ϕ with µ(ϕ) = k}. (26)

For problems where one can work out the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions ex-
plicitly, we have usually N(Ω) = N. For the circle S1 we have N = {1}∪2N. This is also the case
for the torus T (a, b) where T (a, b) is the rectangle R(a, b) with periodic boundary condition and
with (a/b)2 irrational. If this assumption a, b does not hold then there are examples of µ(ϕ) = 3,
see [73]. Here comes a problem:

Prove or disprove that for bounded Ω ⊂ R2 either N = N or N = {1} ∪ 2N .
For instance can it happen that there is a domain so that no eigenfunction has four nodal domains?
Analog questions can be also asked for the d-dimensional case, Schrödinger operators and for
Laplace Beltrami operators on bounded manifolds.

6.2 Open problems on minimal partitions

We do not come back to the Mercedes star conjecture for the disk, which was discussed in Subsection 3.6
but there are related problems for which we have natural guesses for minimal 3-partitions and, more
generally minimal k-partitions. Consider the equilateral triangle and the regular hexagon. In both cases
the boundary set of the 3-partition should consist of three straight segments which start in the middle
of the side and meet at the center with the angle 2π/3. For the regular hexagon it is similar, the three
straight segments start from the middle of three sides which do not neighbor each other and meet in the
center of the hexagon. A related natural guess is available for the non-nodal minimal spectral 5-partition
for the disk. There one expects that the minimal partition created by five segments which start form the
origin and meet there with angle 2π/5 (see Figure 1b). For all those examples there is strong numerical
evidence, see [22, 23]. We now mention most of the cases of non-nodal minimal spectral partitions for
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which the topology of minimal k-partition is known. The simplest case is S1. Here we know everything:
all minimal 2k-partitions are nodal and the minimal (2k + 1)-partitions just are given by (0, 2π

2k+1) and
its rotations by multiples of 2π

2k+1 . To see this just go to the double covering and look at (0, 4π) with
periodic boundary conditions, or consider (Dx − 1

2)2 on (0, 2π) with periodic condition.
We consider the Laplacian operator on the rectangle R(1, b) = (0, 1) × (0, b). Two cases will be
mentioned.
First we take periodic boundary conditions on the interval (0,1) by identifying x1 = 0 with x1 = 1. For
x2 = 0 and x2 = b we take Neumann boundary conditions. The spectrum of this operator Hper,N is

σ(Hper,N ) =
{
π2(4m2 +

n2

b2
), (m,n) ∈ Z× N

}
.

Since λ1 = 0 and λ2 = λ3 for b < 1/2, L3 is associated to a non-nodal partition. If we let b > 0
sufficiently small we are ”near” the case of S1. One then can go to the double covering as for the
circle and consider the eigenvalues. For b ≤ (2

√
5)−1, the minimal 3-partition is then given by

D1 = (0, 1/3) × (0, b), D2 = (1/3, 2/3) × (0, b), D3 = (2/3, 1) × (0, b), see [59]. It was only
possible with Neumann boundary conditions. For Dirichlet one would expect also such a minimal par-
tition. For larger odd k one gets similar results (requiring smaller b). Hence the problem is:

Prove such a result with Dirichlet boundary conditions and improve the conditions on the b′s.

Next we consider the torus [60, 29]. Equivalently we consider periodic boundary conditions on the
intervals (0, 1) and (0, b). Again one can expect, for small b, a situation ”near” to the circle. Things are
more involved but again one can reduce the problem to spectral problems on suitable coverings. There
are many nice problems coming up here which are discussed in [29].

Finally we come back to S2 (see Section 3.5.3). Since only λ1(S2) and λ2(S2) are Courant sharp,
any Lk(S2) corresponds to a non-nodal minimal partition for k > 2. In [64] it was shown (see Figure 7)
that, up to rotation, the minimal 3-partition is unique and that its boundary set consists of three half
great circles which connect the north-pole and the south-pole and meet each other with angles 2π/3.
There is an open question in harmonic analysis known as the Bishop conjecture (solved for 1-minimal

Figure 7: Minimal 3-partition of the sphere.

2-partitions) [19]:
Show that the minimal 3-partition of S2 is a 1-minimal 3-partition.

In [64] possible candidates for minimal 4-partitions were discussed and one natural guess is the
regular tetrahedron. More generally, one might ask the question whether platonic solids (corners on the
sphere connected by segments of great circles) are possible candidates. First we note that the octahedron
would lead to a bipartite partition hence the minimal 8-partition must be something else. But the tetrahe-
dron, the cube, the dodecahedron and the icosahedron would be possible candidates. There is a related
isoperimetric problem whose relation to spectral minimal partitions might be interesting. The problem is
to find the least perimeter partition of S2 into k regions of equal area. Up to now the cases k = 3, 4, 12,
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[75, 47, 52], have been solved. For k = 3 the perimeter partition is also the spectral minimal 3-partition.
We can then propose the following problem:
Prove or disprove that for k = 4, 6, 12, 20 (each case would be interesting) that the minimal k-partitions
correspond to the platonic solids.

Remark 6.1. Let us also mention that if the nodal line conjecture holds (see [67] and references therein),
say for simply connected domains, this would imply a lot on the geometry of minimal spectral partitions.

Finally, we want to mention some very interesting recent results by Smilansky and collaborators,
[17] for the membrane case in Ω ⊂ Rd and [9] for the discrete case. We just indicate their results. They
consider the generic case, simple eigenvalues and eigenfunctions which have no higher order zeros, and
investigate for the k-th eigenfunction ϕk the nodal deficiency dk = k−µ(ϕk). They define a functional,
somehow a bit in the spirit of Equation (2) and show that the critical point of this functional corresponds
to a nodal partition. Moreover the Morse index of the critical point turns out to be the deficiency index.
It would be very interesting to investigate whether this approach can be extended to the non-generic
case.
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